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Executive summary
Europe have more than 30 years of experience with reusing reclaimed asphalt in the
production of new asphalt but there is still a possibility of optimising the processes. Much of
the existing practice has been to recycle the surface course layer but generally it is included
into a lower pavement layer and this does not make the optimum use of the premium
aggregates and perhaps polymer modified binder present in the surface course layers. The
Re-Road project has focussed on recycling asphalt at the highest level. The strategy of the
project has been to address all major aspects which might hinder recycling: recovery
processes, plant, mixture designs and understanding performance. The Re-Road reports
show various aspects of recycling with a practical value that can and will help increase the
reuse of reclaimed asphalt (RA) in a sustainable way. The summary includes some of the
more notable general results achieved and additional results and achievements for the
specialists could found in report.
The environmental performance of reclaimed asphalt, a material that has already spent many
years as part of a highway structure, had to be assessed. Furthermore, we a need to
understand the environmental foundation for recycling asphalt in the first place; what benefits
could it yield and what is the additional benefit of recycling surface course back into new
surface course? Undertaking a life cycle assessment (LCA) was the most appropriate way to
establish the necessary framework to answer these questions on an equitable, transparent
basis. The results of the LCA proved that, above all, recycling to a bound course was
significantly more environmentally advantageous than recycling to an unbound course.
Appreciable extra benefit can be realised if high specification aggregates are preserved in
their original application by surface-to-surface course recycling, due to the quarries that
produce these specialised aggregates being widely spaced and hence requiring large
transport distances for the aggregates. The moisture content that is sometimes present in
reclaimed asphalt only mildly counteracts the recycling benefits.
The results also indicate that low level recycling (just 15% to bound courses) is significantly
more environmentally beneficial than warm mixing, particularly if the additives used to
facilitate warm mixing are included in the analysis.
The research revealed that LCA is not the best technique to analyse the significance of the
toxic effects of organic compounds that experiments had shown to be present in the
leachates and vapours arising from the use of for example contaminated reclaimed asphalt
materials. These effects should be analysed in a risk assessment. The risk assessment done
in the project is likely to be the best source of information regarding these potential toxic or
harmful compounds. In the risk assessment a probabilistic based approach model was
selected, whereby Monte Carlo simulations were conducted that exploit the use of leaching
data previously acquired from leaching tests. Using the data in a manner that incorporated
the variability in leaching behaviour, it was possible to determine distributions that describe
the quantity of PAH released after 1 year of rainfall. In a similar manner it was possible to
describe the leaching of heavy metals, and to extend this approach over a longer time scale.
A parallel approach was also undertaken for the issue of airborne emissions, where the
release of asphalt fumes to the air was related to the different phases in the recycling
process. The health hazard associated with paving activities was identified as a critical and
occupational exposure limits were identified and compared with the data extracted from
laboratory assessment of a range of materials.
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The project addressed the performance of pavements made with RA on several levels. A
follow-up study of sites where significant proportion of RA has been incorporated in new
asphalt surface course layers was one approach used. The study included sites which both
plant mixed RA sites (with and without polymer modified binder); and in situ hot recycling.
The performance of plant mixed recycling with a proportion of RA added to a new surface
course has been shown to provide comparable service for the medium to long term. This has
been demonstrated in pilot scale trials over 10 years, road trials over 8 years and in resurfacing schemes after nearly 6 years’ service with additions of RA of between 23 – 30%.
Quantities of up to 40% RA have been added to the surface course but only short term
performance (3 years) is so far demonstrated and further data is required. The use of
polymer modified binders in the trials and schemes, either present in the RA, added at the
plant, or both, does not present any problems both in terms of mixing and laying and on the
in service in any adverse effect on in service performance. Studies of over 300km of roads
with in situ recycling in Sweden showed that there were no indications of a high recycling
ratio having an adverse effect on in service performance compared with control sections. In
situ recycling has proved to be effective in increasing the ride quality of the pavement. In situ
recycling could be applied multiple times without affecting the asphalt performance but good
control of the process is required to provide comparable performance with comparative
controls.
The impact of multiple recycling on the performance was also one of the topics of the
laboratory studies. The performance will depend on the selection of the new binder which is
added to the mix. A softer binder will be needed in order to obtain the right consistency after
blending with the hard aged binder. The new and old binders also have to be compatible.
The multiple recycling study showed no negative impact of multiple recycling on the
performance characteristics of the mixtures or of extracted binders.
In terms of future enhancement, more information regarding the durability of different types of
asphalt mixtures, including those incorporating reclaimed asphalt, would be extremely useful.
As is the case with many life cycle based studies of construction products, any further
certainty with regards to the likely lifespans of materials would be extremely useful, since the
rate of replacement of materials can be very significant in environmental terms.
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Introduction
The majority of the European roads are paved with asphalt material. The dismantling and
end of life strategies for these pavements are very divergent among the EU member states
and the associated countries. Still today a large amount of demolished asphalt pavements
ends up as unbound granular layers where neither the bituminous binders nor special
aggregates from old surface layers are reused at their full potential. The reuse of Reclaimed
Asphalt pavement (RA) in pavement construction serves to save natural resources and
reduce the impact on the environment compared to using virgin materials alone. The need to
produce more environmentally sustainable pavements is clear, and a key step in achieving
this is the freedom to use RA in high value applications such as pavement surface courses.
While such an approach may be desired by society, it does however raises concerns on
several levels with respect to potential environmental, mechanical and construction impacts.
From an environmental perspective, one must accept that older pavements potentially could
contain unwanted materials and this factor must be considered. For example, estimates for
Sweden show that at least 10% of the yearly handled RA is contaminated. For urban areas
where a large part of RA derives from utility works the contamination factor can be three
times higher (30 %). It can be expected that these figures are fairly representative for
Western Europe and that the problems with contaminated RA are even bigger in Eastern
Europe where the use of tar has been on-going into the 90´s. On the other hand it is also
necessary to be able to quantify the value for the environment when RA is re-cycled.
Uncertainties’ regarding the performance of pavement made with RA results in a substantial
part of RA being treated as a low quality material; and therefore leads to RA being mixed
into unbound granular layers or discarded without exploiting its full technical qualities. To
achieve high recycling rates of RA and preferentially in closed loop recycling the
performance have to be addressed. This could be done by follow-up studies of pavements
made with RA but also by developing test methods for RA and models which are tuned to be
able to predict the performance of asphalt material made with RA.
This report is the final summary report of the Re-Road project. The aim of this report is to
give the principal results of all the technical Work Packages. The overall report with all the
major findings will facilitate a co-ordinated use of the results. It is expected that the results of
this project will be used both at national level and the pan-European level, guiding
policymakers, scientists and practitioners to improve existing practice for recycling of old
asphalt pavements.
The structure of the report follows the organisation of the project starting with the work
performed on sampling and characterization procedures to assess the technical and
environmental profile of reclaimed asphalt. Then follows a chapter on mix design,
compatibility and follow-up studies of old pavements made with RA. Next is a chapter on life
cycle assessment and risk assessment. The fourth chapter deals with all aspects related to
RA in the asphalt mixing plant and the production of RA, e.g. milling of old asphalt
pavements. Lastly the work done on performance modelling of deformation and fatigue is
presented.
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1 Sampling and Characterization
1.1 Introduction
One of the objectives of the Re-Road project is to optimize the re-use of recycled asphalt
pavement in wearing courses. The aim is to re-use higher amounts of Reclaimed Asphalts
(RA) in mixes in comparison with current practices.
RA is complex materials and the use of significant proportions of RA involves a more critical
management of heterogeneity and the characteristics of these materials. WP1 focused on
issues that are specifically related to the characterization and technical evaluation of RA as a
raw material prior to the recycling processes. The main goal was to better assess the
characteristics of RA that will allow an increase of the percentage of RA in new asphalt
mixtures while ensuring final material performances
The research program was divided into three task groups covering the following three topics
that are important for improvement of RA characterization in laboratory and for assessment
of the potential of RA (binder & aggregates) to be recycled:
•
•
•

Sampling procedures for RA
Improvement of the characterization of RA, especially RA containing polymer
modified bitumen
Environmental characterization of RA by working out methodologies to identify
hazardous components and potential emissions of hazardous components

The following reports (deliverables) were produced and could be downloaded from http://reroad.fehrl.org/
 D1.1 "State of the art on existing laboratory methods (sampling,
characterization) linked to Reclaimed Asphalts study”" (Mouillet et al., 2010),
 D1.2 "Methodology for laboratory characterization of Reclaimed Asphalts"
(Mouillet et al., 2011),
 D1.3 "Sampling procedure for Reclaimed Asphalts" (Gabet & Wayman,
2012),
 D1.4 "Test procedures/methodologies for Reclaimed Asphalts binder"
(Mouillet et al., 2012),
 D1.5 "Test procedures/methodologies for quickly screening of Reclaimed
Asphalts" (Gobert et al., 2012),
 D1.6 "Guide for environmental characterization of Reclaimed Asphalts" (Enell
et al., 2012).
 D1.7 “Final report. Sampling and Characterization of Reclaimed Asphalts”
(Mouillet et al., 2012)
The reports are referred to in the text with the acronyms D1.1, D1.2 etc.
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1.2 Results obtained in task group for sampling procedure for RA
The first task of WP1 was dedicated to the development of a suitable sampling procedure,
which considers heterogeneity of materials that could be an important source of uncertainty
in the assessment of physical, chemical and environmental properties of RA or materials
including RA.
In the first report dealing with the state of the art (D1.1), a synthesis of knowledge and
practices of WP1 partners on issues related to the characterization and technical evaluation
of RA prior to the recycling processes was performed. In task group, a sampling procedure
has been proposed, based on existing European standards and practices of different
countries. It was agreed that the aim of the sampling procedure was to assess the highest
level of recycling for a RA, but the procedure should be adapted to the kind of material and
the way it is stored. Indeed, in the case of unknown materials stored and mixed in a unique
stockpile, it can be expected that the material will be re-used only at low level of recycling.
However, it seems impossible to characterize such kind of stockpile in terms of
heterogeneity. In that case tests of characterization would be too demanding to perform, for
time, money and technical considerations. On the contrary, when RA is well-known, when it
comes from a unique source, and when it is stored in a homogenous stockpile, it is expected
that the material can be re-used at a high level of recycling. Then, a higher number of
samples will be needed to characterize this RA.
Consequently, the proposed procedure is the result of a compromise solution that considers
an expected level of recycling as a function of the origin of RA, the kind of stockpile and the
initial data on the material. According to these different parameters, a level of recycling and
its associated level of characterization can then be proposed. Sampling and characterization
will be used to confirm the expected level or impose a lower level of recycling if results of
tests do not reach the required quality. Now that the main principle behind the procedure has
been established two issues remain to be solved:
 The first issue is to set practical values to define the level of recycling as a function of
the cases. This issue still needs studies.
 The second issue concerns restricting the level of recycling for unknown mixed RAs,
despite the possibility that they could be of a good quality, according to some
stockpile owners. Due to a lack of time and study cases, these questions did not fall
within the scope of this task group.
However, part of this procedure was investigated and presented in D1.3. In the sampling
procedure proposed in D1.1, three cases were considered (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1: A sampling procedure adapted to different kinds of RA and stockpiles and levels
of recycling.
The first case (described on the left of the Figure 1) concerns well known stockpiles arising,
for example, on big job sites like motorways where large sections of old courses are
produced as RA. In that case, sampling and then characterizing RA seems feasible in the
sense that material is often well-stored and homogenous. Sampling based on the present
standards (EN 13108-8 and EN 932-1) is sufficient to characterize this type of material. In
the third case, which requires only a little (or none) characterization of RA, is also not
complicated to deal with. The work of task group focused on the second case, consisting of
mixing known sources (considering that the owner has made the effort to store separately its
RA!), and their possible use at a medium level of recycling. Mixing RA sources in this
manner requires characterization of the mixture. In that case, it has been thought that mixing
laws could be used to estimate the characteristics of the mix, while avoiding performing
further tests. Mixing laws are usually used to estimate the properties of a mix of binders.
Mixing laws used in that study were as following:
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•

For the binder content of the mix and the Ring and Ball temperature, a linear law
were used:

•

For the penetration value of the mix, a logarithmic law was used:

Once the characteristics of the mix have been assessed, it was important to ensure that the
RA was correctly mixed. So, it was thought that homogenizing the material by putting it in
layers and taking it back in tranches could represent a good manner to homogenize
stockpiles.
In D1.3, a methodological approach has been proposed and divided into three steps:


Definition of an optimum way to obtain a representative sample from a stockpile,
using a shovel according to the standard EN 932-1, and to compare it to what we can
obtain in terms of homogeneity while using a splitter,



Set up of an experimental program to validate the use of mixing laws when mixing
RAs, in order to prevent the stock owner from having to characterize the mix, using
the hypothesis that the initial materials were known,



Validation of a technique to mix stockpiles, consisting in superimposing RAs, in
layers, and then taking them back in tranches, with the purpose to obtain similar
tranches, each containing approximately the same quantity of initial RAs.

The main conclusions of the investigations as a whole are as follows:
 Sampling by means of a spade in a roof shape stockpile, according to the standard
EN 932-1, seems to be an optimum way to make a representative sample. It can be
noticed here that locations where RA is sampled by means of a shovel is of a high
importance for obtaining a representative sample. This representativeness of a global
sample is directly correlated to the samples locations.
 Applying mixing laws for characterizing a mixture of RAs, even for RA containing
PmB seems to be reasonable, especially in terms of saving time. As it is often the
case, this study however needs more tests for being extrapolated and generalized.
A first examination of the technique of RA storage in layers has confirmed that this technique
was good to obtain similar tranches for re-use.
In the future, the tests of characterization may be further adapted to RA stockpiles. The
present protocol for characterizing RA consists of binder extraction and binder
characterization and takes considerable time to carry out. Thus defining homogeneity may
take too long time, due to the fact that a relevant number of samples have to be
characterized. Moreover, making a representative sample needs to identify correctly the
location where to plant shovels. This does not represent an easy task. Binder content and
grading represent the main characteristics of RA in that sense they directly impact the
quantity of added materials in the mix. Generally, the Nominal Maximum Aggregate Size
(NMAS) determines the utilization potential of the RA but the amount of fines can also have
a huge impact on the amount of RA allowed to be introduced in the new mix. It seems also
that grading represent an important source of heterogeneity in the material. For this reason it
would be interesting to store RA by aggregate size. These two points (changing the method
of characterization and storing by aggregate size) may represent interesting studies for the
future.
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1.3 Results obtained in task group for improvement of the
characterization of RA, especially RA containing polymer
modified bitumen
RA are complex materials and their use in significant proportions in new asphalts involves a
more accurate control of their characteristics. These last ones are essential for asphalt mix
design and a key factor for good performances of new asphalt mixtures including a high
percentage of RA. Consequently, it is very important to focus on issues that are specifically
related to the characterization and technical evaluation of RA and particularly RA containing
modified binders for which there is clearly a lack of knowledge and adequate test methods to
sample and to analyse them (as shown in the state of the art presented in D1.1).
One of the topical problem is related with the determination of the binder content for which
the current European test methods for extraction and recovery of binder in RA are only
normative for RA with pure binders and give only indicative informative for RA containing
PmB. A key point for RA containing PmB is to know if the used whole recovery procedure
permits to fully extract PmB while modifying as little as possible the properties of PmB. In
this study, it has been tried to identify the impact of extraction procedure on the PmB
properties. So, as binder extraction and recovery is an essential step to determine the basic
characteristics of RA, the impact of the couple testing method/solvent on the binder content
and binder characteristics has been assessed in the frame of a comparative study of
different standardized methods according to the European test methods EN 12697-1 and EN
12697-3 applied to RA with PmB. The six laboratories involved in task group 1.2 have
participated in a round robin test, in which three different bituminous materials have been
evaluated:
•

One Stone Mastic Asphalt with modified bitumen as virgin binder and including 15%
of RA (also with PmB; source not known);

•

2 Reclaimed Asphalts with Polymer modified Bitumens. The polymer SBS (StyreneButadiene-Styrene) being the most common polymer modifier used at this time, only
RA with elastomer modified bitumen have been selected:
o

One Porous Reclaimed Asphalt that was sampled in 2009 directly after milling
from porous asphalt layer of age 10 years; the binder used for this RA is a
physical SBS modified bitumen.

o

One Reclaimed Asphalt that was sampled in 2004 directly after milling from
porous asphalt layer of age 10 years; the binder used for this RA is a
chemically linked SBS modified bitumen.

The results of this round robin test are described in D1.2. According to the obtained results
in this preliminary study, it seems that there is no impact of the couple testing
method/solvent for the determination of the soluble binder content on a new asphalt mixture
with modified bitumen and including a low content of RA. Problems appear for RA containing
aged bitumen with PmB, for which the ageing level of the bitumen in the RA, combined with
the presence of polymers leads to a more difficult recovery. At this time, the European
standards EN 12697-1 and EN 12697-3 appear to be not clear enough when asphalt
contains PmB. The same trends can be observed on the characteristics (namely penetration,
softening point, oxidation degree, polymer content, complex modulus, and ductility force) of
recovered PmB, the values being more scattered for RA than for new mix, whatever the
measured properties.
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According to these first results (presented in D1.2), it was decided to go further in the study
of extraction procedures. The aim of this second study was to identify the impact of
experimental parameters (solvent, methods and temperature of dissolution) on the
determination of soluble binder content of RA containing PmB and on the characteristics of
recovered PmB. Consequently, the proposed experimental program described in D1.4
consisted in producing artificial RA with defined binder content and known binder properties
in laboratory. Then, the different recovery methods were applied according to the standards
EN 12697-1 and EN 12697-3. As these methods describe a large range of methods and
solvents that can be chosen to carry out the tests, the different results have been compared
to the “true” ones in order to evaluate the adequacy of the methods and solvents proposed in
standards to characterize RA with PmB. This experimental program (described in D1.4) has
been performed on two kinds of asphalt mixes : the first one was a “standard mix with
unmodified binder“ used as reference (called “AC11”) and the second one was a PmB mix
with “standard” PmB (called “MR”). A part of the study has consisted in aging the mixes and
so analyses were performed before and after laboratory ageing. The binder used to produce
both the unaged and aged MR mixes were declared as modified with SBS. By FTIR
measurements it could be shown that the mix actually contained some other kind of binder,
though the exact modifier could not be identified due to lacking reference spectra. This
observation indicated the possibility to indicate the presence of known and unknown
modifiers in a mixture with FTIR.
The following conclusions have been drawn on all the analyses presented in D1.4 but also
based on results obtained from RA taken on site (described in D1.2):
 For the determination of soluble binder content, the testing method and the solvent
have no impact on a new asphalt mixture with modified bitumen and including a low
content of RA. However problems appear when characterizing RA with Polymer
modified Bitumen. More scattered results are obtained for RA with physical SBS
modified bitumen, but the largest span is obtained for RA with chemically linked SBS
modified bitumen. From a technical point of view, the recovery of the binder from a
RA with PmB is more difficult than for a new asphalt with PmB, and the choice of the
testing method and of the solvent seems linked with the type of binder (physically
bond or cross-linked PmB): the impact is more pronounced for RA with a chemically
linked SBS modified bitumen maybe due to some solubility problems linked to the
nature and temperature of used solvent.
However, the number of participating laboratories and repetitions were limited, so
these results need to be confirmed by a similar round robin test at a larger scale, with
more participants and more repetitions. It also must be performed on RA with PmB of
controlled quality (laboratory-aged).
 Among the different characteristics measured on recovered binders from RA (namely
penetration, softening point, oxidation degree, polymer content, complex modulus,
and ductility force) two characteristics have been identified as strongly related to the
assessment of the end of life of RA, that are:


the content of carbonyls (linked to the oxidative ageing), see Figure 2



the complex modulus at 25°C and 52°C (either 1.6 Hz or 10 Hz) (linked to the
hardening of binder).
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So, these two characteristics could be used for the choice of adding binder as
indicators for the recyclability potential of aged binder as described in D2.7, for which
the main goal was to identify the impact of RA quality and characteristics on
performance of asphalt containing RA. In the future, it would be interesting to define
the threshold values of these characteristics for recycling a given RA. This can be
done only by collecting data.
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Figure 2: Identification of the presence of carbonyls functions based on FTIR
spectrum of recovered bitumen from RA.
These results were implemented to the mix design procedure proposed in D2.7. In case of
presence of polymers in the binder extracted from RA it is recommended to ensure new
materials performance quality by laboratory performance tests after a theoretical mix design
is conducted in order to avoid incompatibilities between RA properties in the new mix.
In addition to the composition of RA binder that is an important issue related to the possible
re-use for these materials, it is also necessary to check that the aggregate characteristics,
according to the selected proportion of RA, are also appropriate for being reused, into
wearing courses or more appropriate road layers, according to the characteristics of this RA.
In particular, it may be essential to ensure that its grading does not preclude its recycling into
a new asphalt mix, especially when levels of recycling become significant. Checking a RA
grading curve is usually performed by sieving. However, this method is time consuming;
hence it may not be appropriate to the production rate of mixing plants. To overcome this
problem, the use of the VDG40 videograder was suggested since this device is able to
rapidly determine the grading curve of aggregates. As it is an alternative optoelectronic
device to the classical sieving method, comparative tests with traditional testing means have
been performed on different kinds of RA in order to validate the use of this device for such
materials.
This study described more in detail in D1.5 shows that the videograder may be used for
quick checking of the homogeneity of RA grading at the mixing plant. Despite the
videograder is not appropriate to deliver the actual sieve grading curve of the RA aggregates
and especially not the fines content, this apparatus presents a good repeatability in terms of
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measurement. It can also be used to detect big lumps that could be problematic for the
reuse of the RA in a new hot bituminous mix.

1.4 Results obtained in task group environmental characterization
To improve the environmental characterization of RA there is a need for laboratory test
methods and test scenarios that can support practitioners in assessing emissions due to
release of particles, vapours/fumes and leachates, respectively. Consequently, the aim for
the group was to provide guidance on the selection of appropriate test methods for the
environmental characterization of air- and water-borne emissions arising from the use of RA.
In addition, characterization tests that can support the environmental assessment of RA,
such as ecotoxicological and bioavailability tests have also been included. Towards this end
a number of specific objectives were identified. These include:
• Identification of potentially hazardous organic compounds susceptible to leaching
from RA
• Evaluation of methods suitable for assessing the potential for leaching of hazardous
compounds from RA
• Further characterisation of this leaching behaviour through appropriate ecotoxicity
testing
• Evaluation of a test method for assessment of the bioavailability of organic
constituents associated with RA
• Evaluation of an appropriate test method for airborne emissions arising in mixing
conditions at manufacturing temperature.
The number of candidate contaminants that can be analysed through environmental testing
is vast as seen in the state of the art report D1.1. Effective characterization of RA requires
that potentially hazardous compounds susceptible to leaching from RA are identified. To
provide this information a literature review and a screening analysis were performed
(described in D1.1 and D1.6). The literature review focused on metals while the laboratory
study (qualitative and semi-quantitative screening analysis) aimed to identify organic
compounds. The main aim of this task was to provide a good basis on which the decision of
target compounds, to include in the following analysis, could be made. The main conclusion
from this preliminary screening analysis is that:
•

For the inorganic compounds it was decided to analyse leachates for the
following elements: barium (Ba), cadmium (Cd), cobalt (Co), chromium (Cr),
cupper (Cu), manganese (Mn), magnesium (Mg), nickel (Ni), lead (Pb), antimony
(Sb), vanadium (V) and zinc (Zn).

•

For the organic substances, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and
benzothiazole (if the tested material contains rubber-asphalt) were identified as
the most important organic compounds to collect data for. Alkanes, adipates and
phthalates were rejected due to a combination of low concentrations and low
toxicity levels.

As PAH was identified as an important group of hazardous organic compounds existing in
emissions that arise at different life-cycle stages of RA, it was also decided to quantify the
total amount of PAHs in the studied solid RA materials in order to relate the obtained
emissions released to the amount in the solid material. At present there are several
methodologies available, using different pre-treatment and analytical quantification methods,
leading to variation in results obtained depending on the selection of methodology. The key
point is that the choice of sample preparation can have a major impact on quantifying PAHs.
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The results of the here tested RA samples, according to three different experimental
methodologies, confirmed that the choices of sample preparation can have a major effect on
PAH content and PAH compound distribution. The study also showed that different particle
fractions of a RA material can have major differences in their PAH-content. The source of
the PAH in the tested RA was confined to a distinct layer of tar asphalt before sample
preparation. One possible reason for the difference in the amount of PAH can be that the
binder from the tar asphalt layer after crumbling was enriched in the smaller fraction of the
RA tested (particles of <1mm) or that the overall binder content was enriched (PAHs are
bound to the organic binder phase of the asphalt). However, there was no available data on
binder content, or binder quality, in the different fractions tested and hence these
assumptions could not be supported by additional data.

Figure 3: Amounts of PAHs in sub-samples of a reference material
(“Contaminated-RA”) [mg/kg] quantified with different methods.
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Three different leaching methods (a percolation test, a batch test and a recirculated column
test), were selected for evaluation and applied on a reference material (“Contaminated-RA”)
to assess the repeatability of the various methods. Although based on a very limited number
of samples the conclusion is that all the tests had a sufficient repeatability for use on RA with
a high level of contaminants. The results from a “laboratory comparison” (only two
participating laboratories) on the percolation test showed that the experimental design can
have a high impact on the leaching results of both HOCs and inorganic compounds. It was
also found that the development of a test for simultaneous assessment of both inorganic and
organic compounds is very difficult.
Furthermore, in comparison to the other test methods the batch test does not seem suitable
for assessing highly hydrophobic organic compounds. The batch test could possibly be used
as compliance test to the percolation method when studying PAHs with low- and medium
molecular weight (PAH-L and PAH-M), but will overestimate the leaching of PAH with high
molecular weight (PAH-H). For this purpose the recirculated column test may be a better
choice.
In order to assess and compare different RA-material’s ecotoxicity, the batch test was also
used to produce leachates for subsequent ecotoxicity testing; this also included an
assessment of the leachates chemical characteristics (mainly the leachates’ content of PAHs
and inorganic elements). The release of metals from the tested RA materials to water
occurred in relatively small quantities and levels of pollution among leachates were generally
low. Differences between the material leachates (except leachate from the highly
contaminated reference material) were small and total PAH concentrations in these
leachates were nearly similar. Ecotoxicity tests can, however, bring additional important
information. It has been demonstrated in this study that material leachates with the lowest
concentrations of analysed metals and PAH may not represent the lowest risk for water
ecosystem. A toxic response obtained in tests on leachate with low concentrations of metals
and PAH may be due to the prevalence of “unknown” substances (i.e. substances that were
not analysed for;, e.g. other PAHs than the 16 common PAHs, degradation products of
PAHs, other organic compounds with origin from the binder, rejuvenators, traffic etc.). It can
also be a result of a synergy effect caused by two or more substances that alone exists in
harmless concentrations but together causes a toxic response in the tested system.
Therefore this study has demonstrated the benefits of ecotoxicity tests for the evaluation of
possible threats posed by RA to fresh water ecosystems. It is acknowledged that there is
some uncertainty with the test results, but it should be noted that ecotoxicity testing gives
information that is not available using chemical tests alone.
Another goal of the task group was to identify and test a method for the assessment of the
bioavailable fraction of organic pollutants in an asphalt material, i.e. the quantity of the
substance that can be mobilised from the RA and become available for bio-uptake or
biodegradation. Thus, the use of cyclodextrin extraction as a predictor for microbial
degradation of PAHs was investigated on two RA samples. However, none of the studied
asphalt materials showed true bi-phasic behaviour with high residual amounts of PAH. On
the contrary, the results indicated that most of the PAHs are rather easily desorbed with this
extraction method and for several compounds the whole fraction of the contaminant was
available, i.e. the extracted accumulated amounts with cyclodextrin were equal to the
amounts received with conventional exhausted extraction methods. However, it must be
noted though, that no correlation of these results with any biological test methods (uptake to
earthworms, microbial degradation etc.) has been performed, and hence it is not possible to
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conclude that the accessible fraction reported here would be equal to the true bioavailable
fraction.
Finally, the airborne emissions arising in mixing conditions at manufacturing temperature has
been assessed thanks to a model experiment using a new fume generation system in
laboratory.

Heated stack
Sampling plan
TOCe heated sampler

Asphalt mixer

Figure 4: View of IFSTTAR fume generation system (asphalt mixer equipped
with a heated stack).
Different indicators (namely total organic compounds emitted, semi volatile organic
compounds, benzene soluble matter and PAH concentration in fumes) have been used to
quantify and rank emissions generated from bituminous mix during mixing at manufacturing
temperature. The influence of parameters (RA origin, RA content and binder type) on fume
emissions has been assessed. Results show an effect of the binder nature on organic
emissions. At same manufacturing temperature (145°C), the use of adding modified binder
increases emission level on all studied indicators. For some mixes this effect was found to
be lower than the effect of RA origin (and composition). For example, mixes which are
composed of the RA sampled from a stockpile for contaminated asphalt (possibly containing
tar) are particularly emissive and generate a high amount of organic compounds compared
to the others mixes studied (containing common RA). This laboratory study shows a strong
link between bituminous material composition and their emissive potential reported on the
three organic parameters studied.
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The various test methods described above provide significant insight into the options
available in assessing potential environmental impact arising from the use of RA in
pavement surface layers. However, for this information to be truly useful for road engineers,
it is important that context be provided to the process. This is achieved by combining the
results of the various tests with information describing the road construction and the likely
pathway that will be taken by contaminants. This will allow engineers to conduct a detailed
Risk Assessment of the impact associated with the use of RA in pavement surface courses
and to make informed decisions on the best use of this material resource.
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2 Laboratory Performance, Mix Design, Field Validation
2.1 Introduction
The objectives of work package 2 “WP 2: Impact of RA quality and characteristics on mix
design and performance of asphalt containing RA” was to analyse the potential use of RA in
new asphalt surface layer mixes in consideration of the use of modified binders. Therefore,
the chemical compatibility of new binders with old (polymer modified) bitumen in RA and the
physical and mechanical performance of the resulting binder and asphalt mixes were
examined in laboratory, whereas existing case studies were evaluated further for practice
validation in order to develop mix‐design guidelines to ensure a long service life of asphalt
mixes with reclaimed asphalt.
The Work Package 2 aimed at establishing a mix design procedure for surface asphalt
mixtures containing medium to high percentages of reclaimed asphalt as well as evaluating
the performance of mixtures containing RA in laboratory and on site.
The research program was divided into three task groups covering the following three topics:
•
•
•

RA compatibility with the new binder (conventional and modified)
Impact of RA on mix design and laboratory performance
Field validation

The results are presented in a series of reports which could be downloaded from http://reroad.fehrl.org/.

 D2.3 “Chemical and physical compatibility of new and aged binders from RA”
(Mollenhauer et al., 2012)
 D2.4 “Mix design and performance of asphalt mixes with RA” (De Visscher et
al., 2012)
 D2.6 “Main report on results of comparative site monitoring” (Carswell et al.
2012)
 D2.7 “Impact of Reclaimed Asphalt Characteristics on Mix Design and
Performance – Final Report” (Mollenhauer et al., 2012)

2.2 Results obtained in task group for RA compatibility
In addition to traffic loading, asphalt surface courses are subjected to long-term aging due to
the direct exposure to air (oxygen) and sunlight (UV-radiation).
The short-term aging properties of binders are commonly investigated e. g. by means of
Rolling Thin Film Oven Test according to EN 12607-1 and more seldom by long-term aging
by means of Pressure Aging Vessel according to EN 14769. The evaluation of aging
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properties of asphalt mixture is still uncommon. Despite the aging of the asphalt mixture is
mainly influenced by the aging properties of the asphalt binder and the void content of the
compacted asphalt layer, the aggregates may influence the aging effects. Therefore, an
aging procedure for analysing the effect of aging on asphalt properties taking the whole
asphalt mixture into account is needed.
When RA is reused in new hot-mix asphalt the binder of the RA (usually highly aged) is
melted during RA heating and/or mixing with virgin aggregates and new binder. The
properties of the resulting mixture are highly dependent on the mixed binder properties.
Therefore, the compatibility between the aged RA binder as well as the virgin binder is of
high interest for the evaluation of suitability of RA addition to new mixture. For evaluating
the binder compatibility, physical (mechanical) as well as chemical test procedures were
applied on various binders extracted from mixtures containing high percentages of RA
As the bituminous binder is the constituent material dominating the particular physical
properties of the resulting asphalt mixture the work being done concentrates on the binder‐
related topics:
•
•
•

Optimisation of a laboratory aging method to analyse the recyclability of asphalt
mixtures. This method also can be used to prepare RA with controlled constituent
materials for other project tasks.
Development of procedures to evaluate chemical compatibility of the aged (polymer
modified) binder with new binders and other additives (e.g. rejuvenators) added
during the recycling process and application on different modified RA samples.
Determination of the end of life of an asphalt mixture after several recycling cycles.

Four laboratory aging procedures for simulating the long-term aging of loose asphalt mixture
were analysed during a comparative study in order to develop a suitable conditioning
method for aging, see Table 1.
Table 1 Parameters of laboratory aging procedures conducted on loose asphalt mixture
Short-term aging
Long-term aging
Mixing
Aging
UVtemperature Temperature Duration Temperature Pressure
Duration
procedure
Radiati
T [°C]
T [°C]
[h]
T [°C]
p [MPa]
[days]
on
4.0
60
14
BRRC
1.5
85
9
RILEM
165
135
4.0
90
2.1
1
PAV
1.5
60
x
14
UV
-

Such a conditioning method should provide a basis for assessment of the durability of
asphalt performance as well as its end-of-life recyclability. It was demonstrated that aging
asphalt mixtures could be carried out successfully by applying the laboratory procedures
described in detail in D2.3 and moreover, that such methods are suitable for a
characterization of the recovered binder as well as for performance testing on compacted
aged asphalt mixtures. In particular, the following observations could be made by optimising
the aging procedures and comparing the aging effects on binder and asphalt mix properties:
•

Aging of loose asphalt mixture in an oven is a suitable method in order to simulate
long-term aging of asphalt mixture.
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According to the Arrhenius law, the higher the ambient temperature during the aging,
the higher the aging impact. At a temperature of 85 °C, as applied for the RILEM
aging method, aging of binder after 9 days is more severe than at an aging
temperature of 60 °C and 14 days of aging (BRRC aging method).
Additional UV radiation tends to show that it leads only to slightly increase in aging
(shown for aging temperature of 60 °C) of an asphalt mixture containing unmodified
binder. No effect was observed for the asphalt mixture containing SBS modified
binder.
To reach an aging comparable to the RILEM-method in a short time, the aging of
loose mixture for 20 hours at a temperature of 90 °C in PAV was found suitable.
Though, if higher temperature and aging time is applied, asphalt mixture can age
unrealistically hard.
If the deformation energy ratio, E’ 0,4-0,2 / E’ 0,2 , derived from force ductility test results
is used as an indicator for the polymer activity, it can be concluded that RILEM and
PAV aging protocols affect both bitumen and polymer molecules in the SMA 8 (L)
mixture whereas the polymers are not affected by the BRRC aging procedure.
The test scatter on the binder properties of binder samples extracted from aged
asphalt mixtures are slightly higher compared to those extracted from freshly mixed
material.
Generally, BRRC aging protocol results in lower coefficients of variation compared to
RILEM or PAV protocol.

The results of a study to analyse the precision of the applied aging procedures indicate that
the laboratory aging of asphalt mixtures results in feasible repeatability and reproducibility
levels. The results presented also indicate that the relative effect of aging in the applied
methods is different from mixture to mixture. While the PAV aging results in the highest
aging for mixture SMA 8 (L), the RILEM-method is the most severe method for asphalt
mixture AC 11. The three mixtures considered in this study showed differences according to
the binder type used (straight bitumen and polymer modified binder) as well as the binder
content and grading, which results in different binder film thickness.
From this work the “RILEM” and “BRRC” aging methods seem to be the more suitable
methods to condition large amounts of asphalt mixtures in order to produce specimens for
performance asphalt tests and for analysing effects of aging on durability. The BRRC
protocol results in a higher precision on the characteristics of the recovered binder,
compared to the RILEM method, and its aging conditioning leads to less polymer
degradation for polymer modified mixtures.
To evaluate the binder properties of mixtures containing RA with polymer modified bitumen
several test methods were applied. For indicating the remaining polymer effect in an asphalt
mixture an advanced analysis of force-ductility test by calculating the deformation energy
ratio E’ 0.2-0.4 /E’ 0.2 ductility was found suitable.
The logarithmic mixing law for calculating penetration values of binder during mix design was
applicable to polymer modified binders as well, and on performance test parameters G* and
δ obtained from DSR and F Max and E’ 0,2 obtained from force-ductility test.
In a case study the applicability of a rejuvenator product, which is composed of petroleum
distillates and paraffin waxes, was evaluated. The potential of its use in order to enable the
recycling of RA in high proportions in new mixtures was shown and we could conclude that
use of rejuvenators could be cost effective. The quality of asphalt mixture containing
rejuvenator and RA is in the observed case equal to the quality of standard asphalt mixture.
The following research needs were indicated during the laboratory work conducted:
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Field validation concerning the properties of the polymer in polymer modified bitumen
extracted from RA is needed. It has to be analysed if the polymer is degraded during
service life of surface courses (approx. 10 to 20 years) in order to be able to indicate
which aging procedure best simulated the site aging.
For SBS-modified binders (both cross-linked and physically mixed), which are the
types currently most often used in Europe, the compatibility between different
products was shown. Though, for special binder modifications as well as other
asphalt additives the compatibility shall be investigated in future (e. g. wax, crumb
rubber (wet or dry), other types of polymers.

2.3 Results obtained in task group for impact of RA on mix design
and laboratory performance
A laboratory mixing study was made to investigate the effect of the laboratory mixing
procedure on the performance characteristics of asphalt with RA and PmB. The purpose
was to verify for these cases that the laboratory mixing procedure leads to a mix with the
same performance characteristics as a plant mix. The experimental program considered 10
different laboratory mixing procedures in 5 different laboratories. The performance testing
consisted of compactability, stiffness, water sensitivity and permanent deformation. A mix
type SMA 8 with 15 % of RA containing PmB from a German asphalt plant was used as test
case. The main conclusions were:
•

•

•

The mixing times are not as critical as expected since they didn’t have a significant
impact on the test results. There was however a weak trend observed that the longer
mixing times lead to higher densities caused by increased compactability. Several
possible explanations were given: a better coating of the aggregates and/or more
grinding of the aggregates. This latter explanation could play a particular role in this
mix because of the steel slag which contains internal pores that may become
accessible when the stones are subjected to grinding. The visual techniques (X-ray
CT scans and Optical Image Analysis) also gave some qualitative indications that the
longer mixing times slightly improve the homogeneity of the mixes (this was seen in
the distribution of the steel slag aggregate) and improve the aggregate coating.
The differences between the 5 laboratories were larger than the variations due to
mixing times. This was expected, since the laboratories used different types of
mixers and different gyratory compactors to compact the specimens. These
differences should be accounted for when imposing specifications on the test results.
For the SMA 8 mix considered in the experimental program, there was no significant
difference between the average results of the laboratory prepared mixtures on one
hand and the plant mix on the other hand in any of the performance tests. This
shows that it is valid to do an initial type testing study with laboratory prepared mixes,
when the correct procedure for laboratory mixing is followed.

A multiple recycling study was made to investigate the effect of recycling a mixture
containing PmB more than once on the performance of the resulting mixtures, see Figure 5.
Important issues like compatibility of the new PmB with the old PmB and the validity of
mixing laws for predicting the properties of a mixture with up to 50 % RA were also
addressed in this study.
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Figure 5: Lay-out of multiple recycling studies
The main conclusions of the multiple recycling studies were:
•

•

The multiple recycling of 50 % RA in new asphalt mixes in 3 recycling cycles with
optimal laboratory conditions results in asphalt performance comparable to the
properties of SMA mixes containing 100 % virgin material. This conclusion is valid for
the laboratory conditions applied, where the influence of different grading in RA and
new mix was not considered and “pure” simulated RA without any other materials (e.
g. other layers, rehabilitation patches) was added to the new mixes. In terms of
binder reactivation the laboratory ageing simulating long-term site ageing won’t affect
the recyclability of surface course SMA if virgin binder of reduced viscosity is added
to the mixes.
By using a polymer modified binder of lower viscosity as virgin binder, the increase in
viscosity due to long-term aging effects can be balanced. According to the binder
properties analysed, the mixtures composed of material which already went through
several recycling cycles still shows suitable performance. No reduction of lifetime of
the mixture containing 50 % of simulated RA has to be expected.

Based on the results obtained a five-stage mix design procedure is proposed which should
enable high quality and quantity recycling of reclaimed asphalt coming from surface courses
back into new surface courses. Details of the proposed five-stage mix design procedure
could be found in D2.7.
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2.4 Results obtained in task group for field validation
Several existing test sites were monitored in Denmark, Sweden and the UK in order to
evaluate the medium term performance of the asphalt surface course variations applied.
Besides the test sites on which plant mixed asphalt surface mixtures with considerable
percentages of reclaimed asphalt were applied, also hot in- place remixed surface courses
were monitored. Monitoring schedule and results are discussed in detail in D2.6.

30%
RA

Control

Y

15%
RA

t

Figure 6 View of the Renishaw site in June 2012 after 10 years’ service
From the monitoring undertaken in Denmark, Sweden and the UK on various in situ and
plant mixed surface course recycling sites the following conclusions, based on comparative
performance between control and recycled sections, were drawn.
Plant mixed recycling
The performance of plant mixed recycling with a proportion of RA added to a new surface
course has been shown to provide comparable service for the medium to long term. This has
been demonstrated in pilot scale trials over 10 years, road trials over 8 years and in resurfacing schemes after nearly 6 years’ service with additions of RA of between 23 – 30%.
Quantities of up to 40% RA have been added to the surface course but only short term
performance (3 years) is so far demonstrated and further data is required.
The use of PmBs in the trials and schemes, either present in the RA, added at the plant, or
both, does not present any problems either in terms of mixing and laying or on the in service
in any adverse effect on in service performance.
There was some variation in recovered binder properties between control and RA sections
but none were a serious cause for concern. Deformation resistance for all materials was very
good as would be expected. Visual observations in the field were the key in demonstrating in
service performance.
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The schemes with RA in the surface course have utilised the existing worn out surfacing as
the RA source which in each case provided a consistent source of supply of RA.
In situ surface course recycling
There have been improvements in the operational process for in situ recycling since the late
1990’s and this has led to a more consistent end product.
Studies of over 300km of roads in Sweden showed that there were no clear indications of a
high recycling ratio having an adverse effect on in service performance compared with
control sections.
Recycling in situ has proved to be effective in reducing the longitudinal unevenness
(expressed by International Roughness Index IRI) and hence increasing the ride quality of
the pavement.
About a quarter of sites gave performance below that of the comparative control and
reasons for this were poor original structural capacity, poor original material, limited ability to
compensate with new material, variability in original material and production.
However, the vast majority of remixed sections gave comparable performance despite high
recycling ratios. Furthermore, In situ recycling could be applied multiple times without
adversely affecting the asphalt performance.
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3 Environmental Performance
3.1 Introduction
The main objective of the Work Package 3 research program was to develop and improve
tools that can be used to assess and characterize the environmental performance of the use
of RA and to identify and assess environmental benefits and burdens rising from the different
stages of an asphalt pavement’s life cycle, see Figure 7.
The research work conducted within WP3 has been organised in two subtasks:
•
•

Subtask 3.1 Risk Assessment of RA
Subtask 3.2 Life Cycle Assessment of RA

To allow the Re-road partners to conduct a risk assessment and life cycle analysis of
pavements incorporating RA (relevant to all European partners) it was first necessary to
obtain an accurate overview of the road construction practices employed across Europe.
Hence, a survey was performed (using questionnaires and performing interviews) for the
purpose of informing the subsequent analytical tasks. The results and conclusions of this
work can be found in D3.1.
In D3.2 the various stages that require consideration was identified and test methods and
field experiments capable of characterizing the crucial chemical and physical features were
proposed and discussed.
In D3.3 and D3.4 the modelling work is presented in full details together with information on
the data collected from literature, lab- and field experiments. This report summarises the
main findings of these two assessments and provides an integrated evaluation of the results.
In D3.5 the findings in the previous deliverables are summarized and an integrated
evaluation is provided.

 D3.1 “State of the Art on Risk Assessment and Life Cycle Analysis of
Reclaimed Asphalt” (Enell et al., 2010)
 D3.2 “Guide on Testing Methods for Environmental Characterisation” (Enell et
al., 2011)
 D3.3 “Environmental Risk Assessment on the Use of Reclaimed Asphalt”
(McNally et al. 2012)
 D3.4 “Life Cycle Assessment of Reclaimed Asphalt” (Wayman et al., 2012)
 D3.5 “Environmental performance of Reclaimed Asphalt - Final Report” (Enell
et al., 2012)
The reports could be accessed from http://re-road.fehrl.org/
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Figure 7: The asphalt pavement’s lifecycle can be divided into the following four stages: i)
asphalt production from new raw materials; ii) paving and in service use (including
maintenance); iii) dismantling of the asphalt and iv) production of RA-material (crushing,
sieving etc.).

3.2 Results obtained in task group for risk assessment of RA
There is always an element of risk to the environment associated road construction work.
This is an inevitable result of the construction process, but it is important to ensure that the
level of risk remains within an acceptable range. The use of RA within asphalt surface layers
presents many advantages with respect to material use and sustainability. However, there
exists a perception that by using RA in surface courses, there is an increased risk of
environmental damage. This raises a number of questions, including:
•

Is there an increased risk of contaminants leaching by having the recycled materials
closer to the surface (and infiltrating water)?

•

Does the recycling process, including stockpiling of the materials, present any
environmental hazards?

•

What are the most likely pathways for contaminants that can lead to health issues
(airborne, waterborne, other)?

A risk assessment of the road construction cycle represents a valuable tool in attempting to
answer these questions. If the level of risk can be quantified, then informed decisions can be
made about the process. This includes relative assessment of the risk associated with using
recycled materials relative to that associated with using virgin materials.
Effect on groundwater quality
There are considered to be three potential sources of contamination associated with
reclaimed asphalt:
•

Contaminants in the bitumen, additives and aggregates;
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Contaminants which build up on the surface of the road during its previous pavement
life/lives;
Contaminants which build up during the life of the newly laid pavement containing
RA.

These contaminants may then be available for leaching into road runoff or water infiltrating
the road surface or they can be blown from the surface by wind.
In assessing the potential effect on groundwater, a leaching model was developed that
incorporates data from the leaching tests reported in D1.6.
A probabilistic modelling approach was undertaken to assess the effect of RA on water
quality (full details are available in D3.3). This was utilised as it allowed discussion of the key
question of material variability often associated with using recycled materials. The method
employed was a Monte Carlo simulation approach. A standard pavement was identified and
deterministic parameters were identified (e.g. pavement length and width). Normal
distributions were assigned to variable parameters such as pavement depth, density and
leaching behaviour. The pavements were then subjected to 18 years of rainfall data, based
on the rainfall data set associated with Dublin Airport from 1990-2008. The mean annual
rainfall in this area is 760mm and has ranged from 624mm to 1104mm.
The leaching characteristics of the pavement were based on data obtained from percolation
tests and measurements on total content (mg/kg) of the individual compounds belonging to
the group of the 16 polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) listed as priority pollutants by
US Environmental Protection Agency (PAH-16). Using this information a leaching model was
developed and 20,000 simulations were conducted for a range of pavement types. These
included:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pavement constructed using stone mastic asphalt (SMA) with 0% RA (Ref Mix 1);
Pavement constructed using SMA with 15% RA (Ref Mix 2);
Pavement constructed using SMA with 30% RA (Ref Mix 3);
Pavement constructed using a mixture with 50% RA and a rejuvenator (Storbit);
Pavement constructed using a tar containing RA material (TCA);
Two pavements constructed using material from mixed source stockpiles (MSS
and Stockpile).

Further details on these pavement constructions and materials can be found in D3.3. For the
particular cases of the pavement using the TCA, MSS and Stockpile materials, the pavement
was in effect modelled as an unbound material. No fresh bitumen was added to the mix; the
intention was to use these materials for comparison with the bound recycled materials.
Leaching from the pavement over a period of 1 year was modelled using the chosen rainfall
data. The results of the probabilistic modelling are in the form of a probability distribution and
these can be calculated for various scenarios for the range of PAHs. In each case the results
correspond to 1 year of rainfall. Sample values one of the PAH, fluoranthene, is shown in
Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Sample leaching behaviour – fluoranthene leaching from various pavement
surfaces after 1 year’s rainfall. Left – frequency distribution of quantity leached per square
meter of road area. Right – cumulative distribution of quantity leached per square meter of
road area.
Based on these distributions a number of observations may be made:
•
•

For the reference mixes with 0%, 15% and 30% RA, the quantities of fluoranthene
leached are far below what is observed for the TCA and MSS materials;
There is no clear difference between any of the reference mixtures, suggesting that
there is no increased risk associated with using the material in surface courses;

Similar trends were observed for all PAHs. The highest concentration of individual PAHs was
always associated with either the MSS or TCA material or reaching levels associated with
the reference mixtures were always significantly below these values.
Table 2 represents a summary of the data from the risk assessment model for seven of the
PAHs. The values represent an upper 95% fractile of the distributions presented in the
figures such as Figure 8 above, i.e. a value with a 5% chance of being exceeded. This data
is then converted to PAH concentration in water, by making use of the pavement area and
volume of infiltrating water, both of which are already known. It should be noted that the
leaching model assumes no degradation, sorption or dilution of emitted PAHs reaching
subsoil or groundwater. In practice this is not the case, meaning that the model used is very
conservative. In Table 3 interim guideline values for PAH concentrations in groundwater is
presented.
Based on the values shown in Table 2 and Table 3, a number of comparisons can be made
both with groundwater limits and contamination levels associated with regular trafficking
effects. Some conclusions include:
•
•

The levels of leaching associated with the reference mixtures are significantly below
the guideline values. These materials will not exceed the guideline values under any
circumstances.
The highest leaching levels were associated with the tar containing RA, supporting
that restrictions are required on its use in road construction.

It should be noted that the data presented in Table 2 does not exceed the groundwater
guidelines 1, but for the case of naphthalene it approaches the limiting value as listed in

1

Environmental Protection Agency Ireland (2003). Towards Setting Guideline Values for the
Protection of Groundwater in Ireland
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Table 3. As such, a prudent approach would be to conduct a site-specific risk assessment
(including testing of total and leachable amounts of PAHs) before any re-use of tarcontaining RA in road construction.
In all cases the levels of leaching associated with the reference mixtures is below that
associated with wash-off of contaminants from road traffic.
Table 2 Summary of 95% fractile of leaching concentration after one year of exposure for 7
PAH
Concentration (μg/l)
TCA

MSS

Ref Mix
1

Ref Mix
2

Ref Mix
3

Storbit

Stockpile

Naphthalene

0,811

0,009

0,014

0,013

0,011

0,010

0,007

Anthracene

0,0249

0,0265

0,0032

0,0001

0,0001

0,0004

0,0001

Fluoranthene

0,1429

0,1216

0,0082

0,0003

0,0003

0,0013

0,0005

Benzo(b,k)fluoranthene

0,0006

0,0001

0,0000

0,0000

0,0000

0,0000

0,0000

Benzo(a)pyrene

0,0005

0,0001

0,0000

0,0000

0,0000

0,0000

0,0000

Indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene

0,0003

0,0000

0,0001

0,0000

0,0000

0,0000

0,0000

Benzo(g,h,i)perylene

0,0003

0,0001

0,0002

0,0000

0,0000

0,0000

0,0001

2

Table 3 Interim groundwater guideline values for 7 PAH
Parameter

Interim
Guideline Value

Naphthalene

1,0 µg/l

Anthracene

10 mg/l

Fluoranthene

1,0 µg/l

Benzo(b,k)fluoranthene

0,5 µg/l

Benzo(a)pyrene

0,01 µg/l

Indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene

0,05 µg/l

Benzo(g,h,i)perylene

0,05 µg/l

Effect on air quality
The health hazard related to airborne bitumen fume generation is primarily relevant for
paving crews while there is little opportunity for exposure related to asphalt plant workers.
Exposures to asphalt fume have declined since the 1970’s and is normally below
occupational threshold limits 3. Recycling of RA and introduction of additives can potentially
create new exposures and health concerns. The complex chemical composition of
2

Environmental Protection Agency Ireland (2003). Towards Setting Guideline Values for the
Protection of Groundwater in Ireland.

3

European Asphalt Pavement Association (2007). Environmental guidelines on best
available techniques (BAT) for the production of asphalt paving mixes.
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asphalt fumes and the high variability in exposure makes the occupational assessment
of bitumen fume susceptible to large variability in magnitude and constituent for a
variety of influencing factors, including:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Climate, (wind speed and direction, temperature etc.)
Work tasks (paving, screeding, raking, rolling etc.)
Ambient environment
Asphalt application (type, source, temperature, engineering controls etc.)
Sampling device (type, rate, duration etc.)
Metric under examination (toluene soluble matter (TSM), benzene soluble
matter (BSM), volatile organic compounds (VOC), semi volatile organic
compounds (SVOC) etc.).

This high variability in occupational exposure can mask significant changes in emissions
and makes it very difficult to relate quality and quantity of bitumen fumes to the quality of
RA, binder and binder additives. In order to correctly assess the influence of these
parameters, laboratory test methods performed under controlled conditions can be of great
value. Such experiments were therefore conducted, using a laboratory bituminous mixtures
fume generator presented in D1.6, making it possible to isolate and identify the impact of
RA and asphalt binders on both quality and quantity of emitted bitumen fumes. By making
use of a sequential mixing protocol it was further possible to relate these emissions to
specific parts of the RA recycling cycle e.g. paving or asphalt plant.
Hot mix asphalt data from the fume generator (mixing temperature 145 °C) was compared
with field data on emissions collected from the literature, see D3.3. The comparison showed
that the laboratory data reproduces the decline in bitumen fume emissions with the
progression of the recycling cycle due to depletion of VOCs and SVOCs. However, the
mixing protocol was found to underestimate the emissions of bitumen fumes. This is
particularly pronounced for the parts of the mixing protocol that aim to reproduce mixing
activities. Emissions were underestimated by at least a factor of 50. Mixing activities are the
main opportunities of emissions and a dominating source in relation to health hazards. The
underestimation of emissions may also give false representation of the quality of bitumen
fumes in the latter parts of the mixing protocol (representing paving activities) since it may
underestimate the depletion of specific VOCs or SVOCs. The laboratory fume generator and
the mixing protocol was not sensitive enough to allow the identification of specific,
substances such as PAH and BSM, which are important parameters in relation to health
risks, in the latter part of the mixing protocol representing paving activities.
Despite these difficulties the fume generator yielded interesting results. Addition of
uncontaminated RA in the hot mix asphalt process did not increase the total emissions
or the quality of bitumen fumes. Data on emissions from mixes containing tar
contaminated RA showed that these types of mixes were more emissive, especially for
PAH, in agreement with earlier findings 4, and were also more emissive for benzene soluble
matter The effect were pronounced even for mixes with a rather limited contamination of
PAH at approximately 300 mg/kg (PAH-16).

4

Hugener, M., Emmenegger, L. & Mattrel, P. (2009). 'Emissions of tar-containing binders:
field studies'. Journal of Environmental Science and Health. Part A, Toxic/Hazardous
Substances & Environmental Engineering, 44(1): 29-37
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When a polymer modified binder (SBS PmB 25/55-55A) was used in the fume generator the
emission of BSM increased compared to the situation when a paraffinic binder (35/50 pengrade) was used. This increase indicates that occupational exposure limit values might
be exceeded. However, only two different types of binders were tested and these
findings need to be confirmed by testing on an expanded set of binder qualities. Further
investigations are also needed to clarify the reason for this behaviour. The experimental
data indicate that RA can be a source of airborne organic contaminants to the hot mix
asphalt plant process. The extent to which these will be emitted at the plant stack will
depend on the removal efficiency in the plant process and how RA is introduced in the
asphalt plant.

3.3 Results obtained in task group for life cycle assessment of RA
The life cycle assessment (LCA) study in D3.4 focussed on the environmental basis for
recycling asphalt and how it measured up against other environmentally-focussed initiatives
in the asphalt industry. Also within the scope of the study, it was possible to investigate
specific parts of the life cycle that could be optimised in order to enhance benefit realisation,
or negate any particular negative effects that may be associated with RA use. The research
answered questions including those listed below:
•

What are the benefits of recycling asphalt?

•

What is the additional benefit of recycling surface course back into new surface
course?

•

How does the toxicity of reclaimed asphalt compare to that of virgin aggregates and
bitumen?

•

How do the benefits of recycling compare to those of warm mix asphalt?

•

By how much does moisture in RA diminish the benefits of recycling?

•

How significant is durability in relation to recycled mixtures?

Undertaking a LCA was the most appropriate way to establish the necessary framework to
answer these questions on an equitable, transparent basis. The LCA used the abundant
data that had been generated by past research and some of the new data that were
generated in the course of the project. The software “SimaPro” was used to facilitate the
assessment 5, with generic datasets selected for transport, energy use and some materials
selected from the integrated Ecoinvent database 6.
A range of ten impacts were assessed in the LCA, these are briefly summarised in Table 4.
These were selected to meet the EN 15804:2012 standard on the Sustainability of
Construction Works and were supplemented with four categories to assess toxicity.

5

SimaPro: http://www.pre-sustainability.com/simapro-lca-software

6

EcoInvent v2: http://www.ecoinvent.ch/
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Table 4 Impact categories assessed
Impact category

Unit

Brief description

Abiotic depletion

kg Sb eq

The depletion of “non-living” finite natural
resources.

Acidification

kg SO2 eq

Results in lowering the pH of water courses.

Eutrophication

kg PO4--- eq

Nutrient enrichment of water courses.

Global warming (GWP100)

kg CO2 eq

Leads to climate change effects.

Ozone layer depletion (ODP)

kg CFC-11 eq

A reduction of stratospheric ozone leads to a
proliferation of UV rays at the Earth’s surface.

Human toxicity

kg 1,4-DB eq

Fresh water aquatic ecotoxicity

kg 1,4-DB eq

Marine aquatic ecotoxicity

kg 1,4-DB eq

Terrestrial ecotoxicity

kg 1,4-DB eq

These four impact categories assess
potential toxicity levels associated
chemical compounds on humans
organisms in the fresh water, marine
terrestrial environments respectively.

Photochemical oxidation

kg C2H4 eq

the
with
and
and

Photochemical oxidation results in summer
smog production in the troposphere.

Key results from LCA study
Each of the analyses uses a baseline of “virgin material” (conventional hot mix stone mastic
asphalt) against which a series of additional scenarios are presented that are subtle
variations on the first. Figure 9 demonstrates the reduced impact associated with recycling to
sub base (unbound), a single bound course at 15% and 30% and to all courses (“high
recycling; 30% to each bound layer and 50% to the sub base).
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Figure 9 Varying recycling routes and rates
The disparity of sources of high specification aggregates with the required skid resistance
properties to be placed in the surface course is investigated in Figure 10. Here the
conventional hot mix asphalt in the surface course contains high specification aggregates
(HSA) that have undergone an additional journey from source to plant of 900 km by boat and
some additional processing due to their hardness. The journey by boat was selected to be
representative of journeys undertaken by HSA across Europe e.g. from Norway to Denmark
or Northern Ireland to South-East England. Other types of journey are investigated in D3.4.
Two further scenarios are presented that investigate 30% recycling of the course containing
HSA (which displaces some of the requirement to use fresh HSA) and another scenario that
recycles an equivalent amount of asphalt to a base or binder course that does not require
the use of HSA. A tangible additional benefit is associated with preserving asphalt containing
HSA to the surface course.
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Figure 10 Assessing the additional benefits of recycling to the surface course

Warm mixing of asphalt mixtures (at 130 °C as opposed to 165 °C) is another
environmentally-focussed initiative that is currently gaining more traction across Europe.
Figure 11 compares the environmental credentials of warm mixing to a low recycling
scenario (with just 15% recycled to bound layers). Additives are also commonly used to
facilitate warm mixing; a further scenario shows the impact of warm mixing using a synthetic
(Fischer-Tropsch) wax additive.
RA sometimes contains excessive moisture when compared to virgin aggregates that has to
be driven off in the plant dryer before it can be incorporated into new mixtures. The moisture
can arise during its previous lifetime and as a result of typical storage situations (exposed
stockpiles). This particular factor is reflected in the results displayed in Figure 12.
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Figure 11 Comparing warm mixing and recycling

Figure 12 Evaluating the effects of excess moisture in RA
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The durability of asphalt mixtures remains one of the “biggest unknown quantities” in
pavement design since variable durability can result from any of a number of factors of which
recycled content may be one. The results of this and other past studies are inconclusive as
to whether RA content is really factor in enhancing or diminishing the durability of pavement
courses. The resultant effect of variable durability in terms of environmental performance is
indicated in Figure 13. Aside from recycling, durability is the factor that has the most
potential to influence the life cycle environmental impacts of a road pavement.

Figure 13 Evaluating the effects of variable durability

The results of the LCA demonstrate that, above all, recycling to a bound course was
significantly more environmentally advantageous than recycling to an unbound course.
Appreciable extra benefit can be realised if high specification aggregates are preserved in
their original application by surface-to-surface course recycling, due to the quarries that
produce these specialised aggregates being widely spaced (hence requiring large transport
distances for the aggregates). The moisture content that is sometimes present in reclaimed
asphalt only mildly counteracts the recycling benefits. The sensitivity analysis shows that
durability is the factor that has the most potential to influence the life cycle environmental
impacts of a road pavement.
The results indicate that low level recycling (just 15% to bound courses) is significantly more
environmentally beneficial than warm mixing, from the perspective that it achieves bigger
impact reductions across more impact categories, this effect is accentuated if the additives
used to facilitate warm mixing are included in the analysis.
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4 Production, Processing and Management at the Mixing
Plant
4.1 Introduction
The objectives of work package 4 research program was to facilitate the optimal use at the
highest potential level of the natural resources and non-renewable materials already
invested in the existing pavement structure. Recycling of wearing course material as new
wearing course is a huge benefit to the environment as it preserves as much as possible
natural resources of high quality aggregates, and reuses the non-renewable resources
"stored" in the bituminous binder.
The Work Package 4 focuses of the work package have been the production and
management of reclaimed asphalts (RA) at the mixing plant, specifically on issues that are
related to the processing and. handling of reclaimed asphalt and its introduction into the
mixing plant. The aim was to highlight factors that are considered essential to increasing the
level of recycling of RA and to ensure optimum use of this RA.
The research program was divided into three task groups and topics:
•

Production of reclaimed asphalt
The purpose has been to optimize the milling operation for optimal use of
reclaimed asphalt and the possible influence of milling on gradation and
aggregate properties.

•

Handling of reclaimed asphalt
The objective has been to gain insight in the steps at the pre-processing unit
or the asphalt plant with regard to initial inspection at delivery, crushing,
sieving, storage, interim transport prior to reuse.

•

Introduction of reclaimed asphalt into the mixing process
This part of the work has been intended to obtain information and gained
experiences with recycling at the asphalt plant and the pros and cons of
different asphalt plant design in that respect.

The results are presented in a series of reports which could be downloaded from http://reroad.fehrl.org/.
 D4.1 “Laboratory Mixing - State of the Art” (Nielsen, 2009)
 D4.2 “Status report on activities and background for selection of case studies”
(Nielsen, editor, 2011)
 D4.3 “Milling operation: possible influence on gradation and aggregate
properties” (Gobert et al., 2012)
 D4.4 “Production and processing of reclaimed asphalt - Selected case
studies” (Kuttha et al., 2012)
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 D4.5 “RA optimization in asphalt plant mixing” (Tušar et al. 2012)
 D4.6 “RA Processing and RA management at the mixing plant - Final report”
(Nielsen et al., 2012)

4.2 Results obtained in task group for production of reclaimed
asphalt
The literature review for production of reclaimed asphalt by milling revealed that in practise
only cold milling is performed. Hot scarifying of an old pavement surface as part of the
remixing process is not considered as production of reclaimed asphalt because the material
resource is not obtained to be used in general manner for purposes elsewhere.
Cold milling works can be performed in order to reach various objectives:
•
•
•

•
•

Improve the adherence conditions: fine milling machines can just remove the very
first millimetres of the smoothed existing surface in order to regain roughness and
adherence, see Figure 14.
Reshape the road surface: milling allows restoring the initial road profile by removing
some material instead of overlaying where there is a lack of road material (collapsing,
stripping, potholes, etc.). In this case, milling also restores drainage flow.
Lower the road surface: milling prevents the road from being elevated too much
because of regular overlays that are not consistent with bridge clearances,
thresholds for entrance ramps and kerbs, bridge overloads, etc. The defective
materials are removed without deconstructing the whole structure.
Totally deconstruct the existing road: in this case, all materials are removed and a
new structure is laid.
Special purpose (e.g. traffic safety): Milling can be used to changes the texture of the
surface to introduce acoustical or vibrational impact on the driver as part of traffic
safety features. This kind of milling is not considered as production of reclaimed
asphalt as the tonnage produced is minimal.

Figure 14 Rough milled surface which will be overlaid by a new asphalt layer.

The expected changes of the reclaimed asphalt as opposed to the materials in place are
mainly changes of the particle sizes (for any fraction) which are supposed to decrease
because of possible fragmentation and attrition. In parallel it is possible to expect:
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The flakiness to be modified, but it is quite difficult to anticipate its evolution (increase
or decrease of the flakiness index).
The angularity and roughness to change (creation of new broken faces delimited by
sharp angles, attrition).
The fines content to increase because of the aggregate “crushing” under the cutting
tools action. However, the fine content may also decrease because of the loss of
fines during milled surface sweeping. Usually it increases of 2 or 3% (order of
magnitude).

In order to assess the impact of milling on RA aggregates, several road works were
monitored. The mechanical and physical characteristics of milled products depend on the
existing road pavement (binder, aggregates, material density and stiffness, etc.) and milling
parameters like milling depth, drum rotation speed, level of wear of cutting tools etc., see
Figure 15.

Figure 15 Milling drum and two different types of cutting tools with various level of wear

The use of water to lower the problem of dust and cool down the cutting tools is widely
spread on cold milling machines. The water is sprinkled by nozzles located on the milling
drum and connected to a water tank. The water flow is usually controlled by a volumetric
pump and can be linked to the milling machine forward speed.
Two main milling parameters were selected for a study on influence of the milling operations
on the geometrical characteristics of the aggregates in the reclaimed asphalt and presented
in D4.3. The chosen parameters were:
•

•

the machine forward speed, which appeared to be linked to the hydraulic
pressure on the cutting drum (i.e. basically the power needed for milling the
pavement). This hydraulic pressure was finally the chosen parameter because it is
directly controlled by the driver. Depending on the milling “aggressiveness”, the
aggregates may be subject to various wear.
the water flow : the water being some kind of lubricant as well as a coolant, its flow
may have a significant impact on the milling “aggressiveness”. The aggregates may
be less damaged if more water is added during the milling.
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Five field surveys were initiated and four could be completed, in the north west of France.
Before milling operations, cored samples were extracted. These samples were compared to
the milled materials. However, when coring the old pavement the core diameter has an
influence on the amount of cut aggregates on the cylindrical surface of the specimen, which
might affect the grading curve of the initial aggregates. This effect is an artefact and a
procedure was developed where the cut surfaces (periphery and bottom) of the cores were
brushed in order to remove the cut aggregates. The idea was also not to remove too much
material because it too could have artificially modified the grading curve. From three sites
out of four, grading curves had a trend to be modified during the milling process. The
aggregates reclaimed from milling seem to be finer that the ones obtained by coring, with a
few more fine particles in the milled products. It can be noticed that some fine particles are
eliminated by the sweeping and are not recovered. The evolution of flakiness index was also
studied. This property showed a slight decrease due to milling of about 2-3 points of the
index, but this decrease remained in the order of repeatability of the test method.
Quantifying the correlation between RA water content and quantity of water added during the
milling operation was difficult, despite some trends observed. The two effects of the speed
and the magnitude of the water flow may compensate each other: going slower led to more
water added for given water flow. The question of RA moisture, which is very important when
the RA must be reused straight into a new warm or hot bituminous mixture, was set aside in
all studied cases. It seemed that the water flow is mainly adjusted and optimized to prevent
cutting tools to wear and to save time, while trying to maintain a reasonable quality of RA.

4.3 Results obtained in task group for handling of reclaimed
asphalt
Laboratory mixing questionnaire
Early on in the project WP2 needed to have some input from the road sector on how
reclaimed asphalt was treated in laboratory mix design. A European standard described the
principle for mix design but it was not clear what level implementation this standard had
reached. WP4 put together a short voluntary questionnaire which was issued to the road
sector in the countries of the partners of WP4 and more than 23 responses were collected.
The results of the questionnaire are presented in D4.1 and reveals that a great variety exists
in the utilisation of reclaimed asphalt, percentage used and how laboratory mixing is
performed (if used at all). Some results of the questionnaire are highlighted below:
1. Generally a cross section on the responses on percentage of RA indicated that 15-20
% often is the maximum unless parallel drum or similar device for preheating the RA
is available. Several points are mentioned as reason to stay at this level:
a. Concern whether or not investment in production equipment for reaching
higher percentages with the present and future level of availability of RA will
have a reasonable payback period.
b. European products specification provide more lenient quality control for the
RA if the asphalt producer stays below 10 % RA in surface layers and 20 %
RA in bituminous base courses.
c. Technical limitations of the RA (like aggregate gradation and binder
properties) enforced restriction in what is possible in normal practise.
2. Marshall mix design is in general still the most used guide for development of new
mix recipes.
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3. Even though a European standard exists for laboratory mixing (EN 12697-35) it is
only used by half of the companies responding.
4. Some asphalt producers don't use laboratory mixing at all, but use full scale asphalt
production facilities for their development of mix recipes. One response even claims
it is cheaper.
5. A few responses mention a special sequence of addition of the constituents while the
predominant part use an initial dry mixing of "all in" (e.g. all aggregate premixed
before addition of binder).
6. Introduction of RA in laboratory mixing is predominantly performed with heated RA
irrespectively of the situation at the asphalt plant (cold feed versus preheated by
parallel drum or otherwise).
7. In general mixing temperature are selected by viscosity of the binder or preselected
depending on the grade of binder which may result in comparable temperatures
used.
8. Only very few responses claim that their laboratory mixing procedure is linked closely
to the conditions of the local asphalt plant.
9. In general the laboratory mixing procedure is used to establish the optimum mix with
respect to homogeneity and binder coverage, so mixing times (especially wet-mixing
times) are prolonged relative to actual asphalt plant conditions.
10. If special constituents like RA, PMB or cellulose fibres are added some responses
mention extended mixing times.
The following comments and focus points have also been mentioned in the questionnaire on
the percentage of RA in the produced asphalt material. The percentage is often limited by a
complex set of constraints which prohibit a high percentage of reuse in a particular mix.
Among these factors are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

binder ageing in the RA
energy consideration (heat transfer limitation versus plant modification investments)
gradation of RA in relation to the gradation of the new asphalt (e.g. gradation for noise
reducing surface layers)
availability of RA (large enough amount of homogenous RA material)
area and environmental approval of stock piles
cost/benefit considerations for
o virgin materials versus RA
o upgrading RA for reuse in surface layers
o demand for laboratory control of RA

Questionnaire for handling of RA
The situation at the pre-processing site or at the asphalt plant has been assessed with a
questionnaire, presented in D4.2. Contractors in Denmark, Finland, Sweden, Norway, United
Kingdom, Ireland, Slovenia, Austria and Italy were asked to answer the questionnaire. The
focuses were on practical aspects of control issues at the gate when reclaimed asphalt is
delivered (including sampling and analysis), the use of pre-processing of the RA and interim
storage before reuse. To a certain extent the responses to the questionnaire reflects
national legislation, contractual relations and tradition that all influence the objective of the
project with respect to reaching high percentages of RA in surface layers. Results of the
questionnaire were:
1. Some differences in validation of RA between countries were expected. Due to the
climate in the northern countries, and use of studded tires, surface layers with high
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quality aggregate are separated for reuse in surface layers. Also the maximum
aggregate size is higher (16 mm) due to better wear resistance.
Denmark uses nearly all RA for base layers, since road authorities are reluctant to
allow it in surface layers to avoid the risk of frost sensitive aggregate particle from old
base courses. Therefore all RA goes into the same pile.
All countries document their RA according to EN 13108-8.
The value of the RA varies, it can be positive, zero or negative depending on local
situation. In some cases RA is the property of the road owner.
Beside contamination of earth or gravel, coal tar is the only real contaminant to
consider. The only speed screen method used is for coal tar.
Size and type of interim storage depends on local legislations. Some companies
have paved foundations and sewer systems with oil separators to take care of run-off
water from RA piles in one plant, while the other plant has its stock piles on gravel. In
order to minimize water content and save fuel tents or some cover is used, at least
for finer fractions.
Interim transport of RA is handled as virgin material. RA is normally crushed in
batches and the amount varies from “not very big” to 10,000 - 15,000 t. Roof shaped
piles are common and actions to prevent segregation are taken.
Crushing and sieving is performed in one operation, with a feedback loop for
oversized material.
The question about environmental survey shows differences between legislation in
different countries.

Many more details can be found in the deliverable D4.2 Annex 7.1.
Case studies for handling of RA
The two task groups, one for handling of reclaimed asphalt,
reclaimed asphalt into the mixing process have been trying
studies which could highlight special issues or try to focus on
survey and questionnaire had shown that additional information
overall objective of the project.

and one for introduction of
to establish selected case
detailed subjects which the
could be helpful to meet the

In D4.4 the following selected case studies are presented:
1.

Production of reclaimed asphalt from Danish motorways and associated
conditions for milling and maintenance
The case study describes how selective milling of old surface layers on Danish
motorways for maintenance works has created new insight in risks that can
occur when the noise reducing thin surfacings are applied as replacement. The
experience gained results from a multifactorial failure pattern with impact of
parameters like:
•

2.

Selective milling of old surface layers (milling depth and quality of
layer beneath)
• Coarse versus fine milling (texture of substrate)
• Impact of period of traffic on milled surface under wet conditions
• Harsh winter conditions
• Maintenance work at night to ease traffic congestion at rush hours
• Durability of new surface layer
The Swedish experience regarding removal, storage and processing of RA
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The case study provides insight in the general situation in Sweden with regard to
removal, storage and processing, while the experience of recycling reclaimed
asphalt in cold, semi-warm or hot asphalt is documented in D4.5.
3.

Swedish case of environmental impact of temporary storage of tar containing
reclaimed asphalt
In connection with road rehabilitation and reconstruction a temporary storage
area was established, used during the reconstruction of the road by half warm
recycling and later cleared out (or dismantled). Before, during and after its use
environmental samples were taken from the storage area to follow impact of tar
through the level of PAH is soil samples. Apart from the water soluble
naphthalene the storage area could be cleaned up to a satisfactory level for the
activity that had been handled at the site.

4.

Slovene case study of RA production
The Slovene case study describes the production of reclaimed asphalt at a
particular plant in Ljubljana together with an overview of the economic impact of
recycling with a percentage of 20 % RA. The scenario is judge to be similar in
other places in Slovenia.

5.

Pre-processing (crushing/sieving) of reclaimed asphalt by subcontractors at the
asphalt plants or processing units in Denmark
The survey and questionnaire showed with respect to pre-processing in
Denmark (crushing/sieving) that all asphalt contractors used subcontractors for
this purposes, and more detailed information on this part would be welcome. For
this reason a special focused questionnaire aimed at these demolition
contractors was issued and analysed.

4.4 Results obtained in task group for introduction of RA in the
mixing process
Questionnaire
The questionnaire on introduction of RA in the mixing process was used to find the
benefits and problems of different designs of asphalt plants to with the goal of finding all
possible scenarios enabling us to achieve high levels of RA into the mix. The results have
been presented in D4.2.
In situ recycling
Several countries responded that they sometimes use in situ recycling for the replacement
of wearing courses. Also foamed bitumen (and emulsion) technology is frequently used.
Base asphalt layer is commonly produced with foamed bitumen (and emulsion) technology.
Plant recycling
Roughly 95% of asphalt plants are batch plants with charge production.
The maximum capacity of asphalt plants varies significantly from 50 t/h to 600 t/h Optimum
content of reclaimed asphalt in asphalt mixture varies in different countries, from 7 to 50 %
(mass). In the Netherlands in wearing course optimum content of reclaimed asphalt is 30 %
(mass) and in base course 50 % (mass).
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The production capacity of an asphalt plant can increase 30 % when parallel drum is used
due to the parallel heating of RA in a second drum, but in cases, when cold reclaimed
asphalt is introduced in the mixer, the production capacity can decrease with 20 %.
Prolongation of the mixing time varies from 0 s up to 15 s when reclaimed asphalt is
introduced.
Softer bitumen is the most common virgin material added to the mixture. Some producers
use additives like rejuvenator oils as a lubricant in a parallel drum. Other additives include
hydrated lime, pulverized fly ash and Sasobit synthetic wax.
Heating reclaimed asphalt indirectly with hot mix of stone fractions is, in the majority of
countries, the most common way to introduce lower quantity of reclaimed asphalt. Only in
Belgium and Netherland separate heating of reclaimed asphalt and hot mix of stone fractions
is the predominantly used practise.
For recycling with continuous plants, heating reclaimed asphalt together with stone
fractions is more common than heating reclaimed asphalt in a separate device.
There is a method used for mixing cold and warm RA method in Denmark (see Figure 16),
and this technology has the potential to replace parallel drum technology.

Figure 16 Mixed design of cold and warm RA method

Moisture content in RA should be as low as possible or at least constant. There are
guidelines in Germany on the elevation of temperature to compensate for moisture in the
RA. Large exposed stockpiles were stated to shed any water remarkably well and typically
the moisture content is about 3-5 %. Some contractors avoid feeding RA directly into the
mixer due to "steam explosions".
In Belgium, experience with PmB is common. In order to avoid sticking problems RA
containing PmB (mostly SBS polymer) could be used in combination with unmodified RA
(ratio: 1/3 PmB + 2/3 normal binder). In some cases the RA has been mixed prior to
adding the material to the mixer. Sometimes two cold feed bins are utilized for RA.
Common to all countries is that there is no change in specifications due to RA mixed in
asphalt.
Case studies for introduction of RA in the mixing process
Selected case studies on the subject of introduction of the reclaimed asphalt into the mixing
plant have been examined in Belgium, Denmark, Germany, The Netherlands, Portugal,
Slovenia, Sweden and United Kingdom. The outcome is reported in D 4.5. Some of the
case studies contain also elements of handling of reclaimed asphalt, as this item was
difficult to split from the rest of the case without losing the overview. Some of the selected
case studies were:
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Description of common practise in Belgium
A single case study has not been followed in Belgium but a description is given on
experience and common practise on recycling. A special focus is given to recycling of
reclaimed asphalt containing polymer modified asphalt because the stickiness of the
materials has caused problem in the asphalt plants which almost all are capable of
recycling. A present practise to avoid the problem is to “dilute” the PMB containing
reclaimed asphalt with ordinary reclaimed asphalt in the ratio 1:2. A practical solution
but since the polymer is “diluted” the benefit of this high valued component in the RA
can be lost in the new asphalt mix.

•

Case study from Germany
The German case study describes the common practices for RA management and
restricting factors of an asphalt contractor that operates eight asphalt plants of various
configurations with respect to introduction of reclaimed asphalt into the mixing plant.
Besides two plants equipped with parallel RA heating drums, the other plants are
equipped with cold feeding equipment. The plants are located approx. 50 km apart of
each other.
Even though some of the plant designs allow in theory up to 100 % reclaimed asphalt
in the new mix the maximum level is often set 50 % due to mix composition restrictions
and capacity of the virgin aggregates drum dryer.
The overall economic goal of the asphalt contractor in management of reclaimed
asphalt is to reduce the amount of virgin binder in new asphalt mixes. This will be
reached by high RA contents. This creates automatically an incentive to support the
objective of the Re-Road project for as high level of recycling that is economical
feasible.

•

Combination of warm mix/rejuvenator and reclaimed asphalt in Slovenia
The Slovene case study is particular interesting as it combines the warm mix additive
and rejuvenator, Storbit, with the reclaimed asphalt in a high percentage, where the
common practise in Slovenia had been a range from 10 – 30 % RA in the mix. New
mix of dense graded asphalt concrete containing approx. 50 % RA was produced in
December 2011 with a mix temperature of approx. 100 °C while the reference mix
without reclaimed asphalt and the warm mix additive was produced at approx. 170 °C
The test sections were paved under not optimal condition, but the test mix
accommodated even handwork down to 70 °C and the low temperature of the test mix
reduced to a great extent the exposure of the workers to fumes, see .
Tests on asphalt cores taken from the test filed confirmed appropriate compaction
degree and void content of asphalt layers. Wheel tracking test performed on cores
performed for both types asphalt layers showed a slightly lower resistance to the
formation of ruts for asphalt layer containing RA. All asphalt properties are within
acceptable limits.
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Figure 17 Mixture prepared with RA and additive had temperature around 100° C, but was manually
built also at 70° C
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5 Performance Modelling
5.1 Introduction
The objectives of work package 5, Performance modelling of RA, research program was to
gain deeper insight into the mechanics of asphalts composed of recycled and new
components. A broad material test program was conducted to investigate and understand
the elastic, visco-plastic and visco-elastic deformation as well as the fatigue performance of
asphalt mixes containing RA and to determine the input parameters required for numerical
simulations. The results obtained from the material test program should form the basis for
models describing the constitutive characteristics of asphalt materials. A prerequisite was to
design and select representative RA mixes with nearly identical grading and clearly different
amounts of aged and unaged binders. In the research program the performance of two
asphalt mixtures with RA were evaluated in comparison to a virgin asphalt mixture.
The aims were to develop visco-elastic and plastic models that can be used to design
pavements made of recycled materials, and to predict pavement life as well as their
sensitivity to damage.
The program was organised in two tasks:
•
•

Determine the input parameter from laboratory tests for a numerical tool,
To predict the pavement life as well as their sensitivity to damage of recycled
materials

The results are presented in a series of reports which could be downloaded from http://reroad.fehrl.org/. Numerical tools numerical tool capable of amongst others, predicting plastic
deformations (rut depth) in asphalt layers is also available from the same site.

 D5.1 “Software” (Werkmeister et al., 2012)
 D5.2 “Determination of Model Input Parameters” (Werkmeister et al., 2012)
 D5.3 “Predict the pavement performance” (Werkmeister et al., 2012)
 D5.5 “Final report. Performance modelling of RA” (Werkmeister et al., 2012)

5.2 Materials tested
Asphalt mixes with nearly identical grading and clearly different amounts of aged and
unaged binders were taken into account in this investigation. As reference material,
Material I SMA 11 S was chosen. For Material II and III reclaimed asphalt replacement levels
of 15 M.-% and 30 M.-% were used, see Figure 18. The chosen reclaimed asphalt originated
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from porous asphalt. Virgin binder for all asphalt materials was PmB 25/55-55A. All virgin
greywacke aggregate came from the same quarry and the filler was made from dolomite.

RA

Virgin Aggregates

(Aged Porous
Asphalt)

Virgin Binder
(PmB 25/55-55A)

Material III

Material II

Material I

30% RA

15% RA

0% RA (Reference
material)

Figure 18 Materials composition diagram

It was not possible to produced three asphalt mixes in an asphalt mixing plant with identical
grading and binder content, partly due to inhomogeneity of the RA. Figure 19 shows the
grading curves of the three asphalt mixes investigated and Table 5 and Figure 20, properties
of the binder extracted from the mixes.

100

passing [M.-%]

80
60

V-Mix
Material I
Material II
RA15-Mix
Material III
RA30-mix

40
20
0
0.001

0.01

0.1

1
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Figure 19 Grading curves of the asphalt mixes. Material I (0% RA); Material II (15% RA); Material III
(30% RA)
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Table 5 Binder content in the mixes and properties of recovered binders

Property – test method

Material I
(0% RA)

Material II
(15% RA)

Material III
(30% RA)

Binder content (% mass)

6.55

5.63

7.20

Penetration at 25°C (mm/10) – EN 1426

34

32

20.5

Softening Point (°C) – EN 1427

63.3

66.2

69.6

Viscosity at 135°C, (Pa s) – EN 13302

1.74

1.80

2.71

Viscosity at 150°C, (Pa s) – EN 13302

0.63

0.64

1.06

Figure 20 Master curves of complex modulus (left) and phase angle (right) at 25 °C for recovered
binders tested with a dynamic shear rheometer.

The extracted binder for Material I and II were quite similar but the binder in Material III was
stiffer and had more elastic character than the other binders. The binders and mastic made
from the binders was further characterized for fatigue and healing performance and the
results are presented in D5.5.
Different compaction and sample preparation techniques were used to produce the asphalt
specimens needed for the different asphalt tests. Great emphasis was put on the preparation
techniques to have representative samples with uniform air voids distribution.

5.3 Performance tests
Elastic modulus
The compressive dynamic test was used to determine the elastic modulus and Poisson’s
ratio of the specimen under the action of cyclic stresses. The test provides the material
properties needed for the parameter model identification of the elastic-visco-elastic model.
For the characterization of the absolute modulus, |E 1 |, of each material, repeated load
triaxial tests with seven load cases each at several temperature-frequency combinations
were conducted. For high temperatures, a rest period between loading stages was applied to
allow transient strains to recover and to prevent the specimen from heating. Asphalt absolute
modulus |E 1 | is a function of frequency as well as a function of temperature. This dual
relation can be described by using a frequency-temperature superposition which is the basic
idea behind the master curve. The master curves of |E 1 | and |E 1 | as function of temperature
are shown in Figure 21.
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Figure 21 Absolute modulus |E 1 | master curves (T R =20°C) (left), and as function of temperature at
f=1Hz (right).

From the comparison of the three master curves it can be concluded, that at high
temperatures and low frequencies (i.e. left part of the curve) the stiffness of the two asphalt
mixes with RA is higher compared with the stiffness of the virgin mixture (Material I).
An alternative diagram that represents the asphalt mixture rheology is the so called ColeCole plot. This diagram is the results of plotting the storage modulus E’ vs. the loss modulus
E’’. In Figure 22 the Cole-Cole plots are shown for the three materials.

Figure 22 Schematic Cole-Cole-Plot with storage and loss modulus (left) and Cole-Cole Plots for
Material I, II and III (right).

Material III behaves more elastic than the other two materials. At low temperatures and high
frequencies the visco-elastic behaviour of Material III differs from the trend observed on
Materials I and II but conforms to the theory. The behaviour of Material II could due to the
significant lower binder content of this mix. The master curves and the Cole-Cole plots are
required for the determination of the parameters of the visco-elastic model.
Permanent deformation
A multistage triaxial test program was developed for testing permanent deformation under
repeated loading. Five series of 40 000 sinus shaped load cycles at 1 Hz and 40 °C were
applied to each material. The cell pressure (σ 3 ) was kept constant at 100 kPa and the shear
stress ratio (σ deviator /σ 3 ,) was varied from 0,6 to 4,6. Figure 23 shows the variation of
permanent axial strain with number of load cycles obtained in the tests. The permanent
deformation increases rapidly during the first hundreds of load cycles, and then tends to
stabilize – especially at low stress levels (first three load series). For high shear stress ratios,
the permanent deformations continue to increase leading to a potential failure of the
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material. This progressive increase of accumulation of permanent deformations at high
stress ratio is more evidenced in the asphalt mixes containing RA.

Figure 23 Variation of permanent strain with number of load cycles

Fatigue and healing
Repeated load tests are required to obtain the fatigue properties of asphalt mixes. Two test
configurations were used (see D5.5) to check the resistance to fatigue, and for one of the
configurations, the effect of rest periods/healing. The results are presented in Figure 24.

Figure 24 Number of cycles to failure as function of initial strain (left) and number of cycles to failure
as function of vertical stress and rest periods (right) for Material I, II and III.

From Figure 24 (left) it becomes quite clear that the fatigue relation is changing significantly
due to the RA content of the asphalt. Overall it can be seen that the resistance against
fatigue is decreasing by adding RA. However, from Figure 24 (right), the weakest performing
material was Material I, whose fatigue life was typically ~40% of that of Material II and ~15%
of that observed in Material III. It was noted that Material III was an extremely resilient
material and persistently displayed a fatigue life far above that observed in the other
mixtures, highlighting the benefits of adding high quantities of RA. The reason for the
discrepancy is unclear but the test conditions are very different in the two sets of tests. The
results of the healing tests included in Figure 24 (right) show that rest periods have a
significant effect on the fatigue life of the mixtures.
The number of load cycles to fatigue failure in-situ (in a real pavement) cannot be estimated
directly from the results of laboratory fatigue tests. For this reason fatigue models that utilise
the results of fatigue tests are needed to estimate the number of load cycles to fatigue
failure.
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5.4 Model development
Two different models, using different input parameters, have been developed.
The first approach was two decoupled models: a visco-elastic and a plastic model. While the
visco-elastic model was meant to determine the stresses and visco-elastic strains at all
relevant points in the pavement considering influencing factors such as temperature and
frequency etc., the empirical plastic model would use this stresses and strains to estimate
the accumulation of permanent strain. Both models, the visco-elastic and the plastic one,
may be not very scientifically sophisticated, but very practical. With these two models at
hand, even pavement engineers that are not too familiar with constitutive modelling
techniques of pavement materials can estimate the performance of pavements with recycled
asphalt material. In addition, the computational time needed with this first approach is very
low.
The second approach is based on a fully coupled visco-elastic-plastic model which was
developed in collaboration with the group of structural mechanics at TU Delft. From a
scientific point of view, this model is more sophisticated than the first approach and a higher
accuracy of the results produced with this model can be expected. This model provides a
platform more suitable for scientists/researchers and its application requires a background of
computational mechanics, programming and constitutive modelling. The model presents the
following advantages:
-

It is an available formulation could be implemented in any FE code with an open
library of materials
It requires only few experimental tests: Single Uniaxial Creep&Recovery tests within
the in-service range of strains and stresses

The two different models proposed have been therefore developed to satisfy practical needs
as well as scientists/researchers requirements. The details of the models are presented in
D5.5.
The visco-elastic model and empirical plastic model
At TU Dresden repeated load triaxial tests (dynamic compression tests) were conducted to
determine the material parameters of the visco-elastic model developed at TU Dresden. The
master curves and the Cole-Cole Plots of the asphalt mixtures investigated are required for
the determination of the parameters of the visco-elastic model. The parameters for the ColeCole plots and the master curves can be determined automatically using the numerical tool
ReRoadToolTUD developed at TU Dresden within the Re-Road project.
The model is based on fractional differential equations that are independent of the boundary
conditions used in the tests. As such, they can be solved for conditions allowing solutions for
static, harmonic (cyclic) and any other loading scenarios to be determined. It has been
shown that the rheological formulation is capable of modelling and predicting the viscous
behaviour of binders and binder mixes at reasonably good accuracy levels.
The visco-elastic model is used to determine the stresses and strains at the relevant point in
the pavement. Based on these stresses and strains the plastic model estimates the
accumulated permanent deformation.
The plastic model developed during the project was validated using experimental data from
the Hamburg Wheel Tracking Tests (HWTT) at 40°C. The rut depth was measured in the
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HWTT and the stresses were calculated with the FE program ReFEM. The model is fitted
with the results of long term repeated load triaxial tests in which stresses as well as resilient
and permanent strain are recorded. The plastic strain rates are determined from the
permanent strain curve (permanent strains vs. load cycles) using the slope of the secant line
between 25,000 and 50,000 cycles.
The coupled visco-elastic-plastic model
The constitutive model proposed has been formulated for the response prediction of
asphaltic materials incorporating RA. It is based on a dissipation energy based elasto-viscoplastic obtained by coupling in-serie a visco-elastic component (”Zener” element) with a
”Perzyna” component to take into account the inelastic behaviour. This constitutive model
has been developed from collaboration between the University of Nottingham and the Delft
University of Technology.

Figure 25 Schematic of the contribution of the Hyperplastic spring on the rheological behaviour of
asphaltic material under Creep & Recovery tests

In case of asphaltic materials subjected to constant stress the response can be divided in
three ranges. Immediately after load application the material responses elastically to load
application (primary or elastic creep), then, if the sample is kept loaded with the same load
after some time the secondary creep phase starts and the material exhibits permanent viscoplastic strain. The last phase that leads to failure is called tertiary creep.
In order to extrapolate the input parameters for the model it is necessary to perform Creep &
Recovery tests at different stress levels. In fact in order to simulate the behaviour of a
working pavement in service, the applied stress levels have to be chosen within a range far
from the failure state. In our experimental program, 20% of the failure stress has been
chosen has the highest value to be applied during the Creep & Recovery tests.

5.5 Model validation
Wheel tracking
Model validation was carried out by comparing the results achieved by the models with the
Hamburg and Dublin wheel tracking test results, both tests performed at 40 °C.
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For the Dublin wheel track test the rut depth was measured after 150 000 wheel passes both
using a manual method and using a laser based technique, LiDAR. The results are
presented in Table 6.
Table 6 Average permanent deformation calculated using LiDAR and using manual measurements in
the Dublin Wheel track test

Mix Type

Average Measured Rut
Depth (mm)

Average LiDAR Calculated Track
Path Depth (mm)

Material I (0% RA)

1.11

0.89

Material II (15 %RA)

0.52

0.16

Material III (30% RA)

0.31

-

As can be seen from these figures the level of permanent deformation observed was very
low. The use of increased levels of RA in the asphalt mixtures resulted in increased
resistance to permanent deformation. Based on the values, it can be seen that the use of
15 % RA resulted in a 53 % reduction in permanent deformation and the use of 30 % RA
resulted in a 72 % decrease.
The results from the Hamburg wheel tracking test is presented in Figure 26.

Figure 26 Hamburg Wheel Tracking Test results

The level of permanent deformation observed was relatively low. Nonetheless, the following
conclusions can be made:


The use of increased levels of RA in the asphalt mixtures resulted in increased
resistance to permanent deformation.



Relatively high plastic deformations were observed during the post compaction
period.



Similar deformation tendencies were observed from the Dublin wheel track test.

Validation of the visco-elastic model and empirical plastic model
The rut depth in the Hamburger wheel tracking test was calculated using the plastic model
described previously and together with finite element calculations. For the calculation only
the steady state phase was considered and the post compaction period was excluded. The
reason for this was to concentrate on the long term plastic deformation performance of the
asphalt mixes.
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The results of the simulation show the lowest plastic deformation in terms of a calculated rut
depth for Material III followed by Material II. Material I exhibit the highest plastic deformation
using the strain approach. This agrees with the results from the HWWT and the theory that
postulated that the existence of RA in the mix improves the resistance against rutting of the
mix. Additional investigation suggests that a stress approach provides a better fit with the
experimental data compared to the elastic strain approach.
Validation of the coupled visco-elastic-plastic model
The model has been verified by simulating the laboratory tests on the basis of which material
parameter determination was performed. The validation has been performed by using the
finite element system CAPA-3D and in general the results show that the model provides
outcomes comparable with the experimental curves. In particular, the model is able to
predict the visco-elastic behaviour in the recovery phase, but overall it is able to accurately
predict the accumulated permanent deformation.
Pavement Design Life Calculations
The experimental data on the three materials were used in pavement design life
calculations. Calculations were conducted using an estimation of the tensile strains at the
bottom of the asphalt layer and fatigue life is defined by the occurrence of the macro-crack at
the bottom of the asphalt layer. The calculations were done with using the pavement design
software TISAD 7 . This design software is based on multi-layered elastic analysis and
proceeds according to the German analytical design procedure for asphalt pavements RDO
Asphalt 8. Two pavement structures were investigated, one with a 10 cm and one with a 20
cm thick asphalt surface layer consisting of either of Material I, II or III. Beneath the asphalt
layer 30 cm of unbound granular layer was modelled with a stiffness of 150 MPa and 20 cm
of a subbase with a stiffness of 120 MPa. The subgrade was modelled with stiffness of 45
MPa.
In the software the relative frequency distribution of the axle load class “highway - close to
cities” was chosen. For the calculation process an average daily traffic for heavy vehicles
(> 3.5 t total weight) of 1000 was assumed. The frequency distribution of the asphalt surface
temperatures of temperature zone 3 according to RDO Asphalt.
In Figure 27 the fatigue status of the asphalt structures are shown expressed as the
“consumption” of the pavement service life for the traffic volume expected are presented. A
fatigue status of 100 % is equal to the end of pavement service life. In the first case
Material II had the shortest life expectancy (highest fatigue status), in the second case
Material I had the shortest life expectancy. In conclusion to assess the materials resistance
to fatigue, the fatigue characteristics as well as the stiffness characteristics should always be
jointly considered. This is necessary, since a high resistance to fatigue may be achieved
through a high stiffness at lower fatigue resistance or alternatively, through a lower stiffness
at high fatigue resistance.

7

Zeißler, A. (2012) “TISAD Pavement Design Software.” TU Dresden, Germany

8

RDO Asphalt 09, Richtlinien für die rechnerische Dimensionierung des Oberbaues von
Verkehrsflächen mit Asphaltdeckschicht. RDO - Asphalt 09 – FGSV 2009, Germany, Köln
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Figure 27 Fatigue status for the pavements investigated (left, 20 cm asphalt layer) (right, 10 cm
asphalt layer)
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